Folder 4
How can products be used to educate young children
about endangered animals during their visit to the zoo

GCSE (9-1) Design and Technology (1 DTO)
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Problems and design possibilities.
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Going to the zoo
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animals during their visit to the zoo
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Pop up book

investigating design possibilities.

leaflet

3d puzzle

Possible solutions: �\-u.vc,'-5�
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Pop-up book
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Pop-up leaflet
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and gets to the point of the

build it.

about each animal is shown on the

The book is Colourful and uses

A leaflet may not be as appeal-

The design would be aimed at

updates can be used regularly to add new

effective way. It is engaging and

leaflet contains a lot of infor-

may be more challenging. The

user interest. It may be aimed at slightly

be transportable but could get

the app needs to use the internet may

big bold simple images in an

the pop up factor is effective.. It

Materials/

sustainability

Origami
Quiz cards
Website
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Preliminary Design brief:

The users will be children from ages 4 years .
The pop up book will tell a short story about

,o I"\

an animal and why it is important to help it

and what we can do to help. It is a simple but
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around and given as a hand out

user. However it does use

read. It may also use simple

and simple background images

can change the design and information

screen.

older children as the small parts features to the game so that it maintains

model is lightweight and would

older ages at it could be quite complex. If

damaged during transportation. not be suitable to those who don't have
Fairly easy to build but parts

access to it.

It could be more appealing if it

Effects can be added to the design on the

may break when being built

that may be unnecessary to the

used a different colour to make

images that relate to the topic

it is a very detailed and well

lost, and so will have a long life cycle.The

that blend in to the design. It

lar shape and uses a smooth

designs to look attractive. It may use

animal well as the shape is ac-

look more appealing. The game can also

information is included but is not

may use san serif font to make

story is too long the child may

sub-headings so it is clear what

it easier to read and use

get bored and lose interest.

each section is about.

It is made from biodegradable

The leaflet is made using only

card reducing landfills. and the card which is recyclable and
biodegradable. This product is
book will only use card as its

main material. Card is a

learn about the animal as you

with endangered animals that can be

the model more appealing and

executed design. It is an irregutexture and it represents the

It only uses one material to

As it is not a physical products there

could be made from balsa

would be sustainable. However it could

make it which is ply wood.Or

can obtain many types of

would not need to be separat-

to dispose of and the materials

longer life cycle.

needs.

don't need to be separated.

It is good way to educate a child

It is a simple way to inform

bold colours and interesting shapes to

be edited and changed at any time.

wood. The printing surface has

printing designs. It is also easy

app uses different colours, textures and

curate.

sustainable and the material

has a good printing surface and

computer so the looks will be decent, and

the product would not get damaged or

would not be any materials used so it

be considered how much energy is being

been left blank so the material

used to run the programme and make

ed when recycled. It has a

age would not be applied, so this product

the game. Recycling, transport, and stor-

is sustainable

It is a unique design and is

This desig_n will hopefully increase the

It may teach the user about

And also will be eye catching to the child

building .

design.

about endangered animals as the

somebody about the topic and

engaging and time consuming. knowledge of the user about the animals.

way and meets the needs of the

but is quite plain and uses a lot

that specific animal they are

design is simple in an effective
user

partially meets the design brief

of text.

and maintain a user interest with the

effective way of presenting the point. the

Conclusion: to help educate young children about endangered animals at the zoo, I am going to design and make a pop up book..Most the products I have found use simple

will also be educational and aimed to inform

cate information clearly. I will make my product successful by making my design engaging and look attractive to the user as I will use bright colours that will appeal to both

endangered animals. It can be used in

product will also be light weight and portable and use tabs and transitions to create a pop up factor. In addition it will be durable

design is also engaging and fun to look at. It

Sv��

context

light weight and easy to carry

It may use san-serif font which is

customized to meet the user

Links to

mation in which a child may get

The leaflet could use less text

printing surface and can be

-.}JI.Se

ing to a child as this particular

It is similar to a Cartoon and the

images are simple and colourful.

natural product, has a good

�

topic and it is clear

is also portable and lightweight. bored of reading it. It is very

extremely detailed or long. If the

•

•

pop up effect which will grab the

sentences so that all the

•

personalised to the users preferences. It

would entertain for a long time as you

more simple, to make it easier to

•

animals. It also is a creative

about each animal. It is a simple way to be educated. And you

mals and includes multiple facts

and transformations to create the way to present the information

to use .

Advertising

The aim is for a child to design an area

a child. It uses pull outs, pull tabs

animals. Its purpose is to educate

And also easy to open and close

aesthetics

Its function is too teach the

user about endangered

reader about endangered ani-

meaning is is easier for the user

��""""'===�-��

Its function is to inform the

visual way to learn about the

users attention.
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The book is Interactive and a very

a child about the importance of helping
schools, in shops or at home.

cartoon images and look exciting as well as having a fairly short life cycle and being sustainable.. Common themes are that they are free standing, promotable and communi

boys and girls and cartoon related images to tell a short story about animals.Short simple sentence in a big font will be used with it being sustainable and easy to use.The
and will use 300gsm card to ensure sturdiness. My product will be easy to store and portable as it is a square which can tessellate.
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Existing products

Sustainability: all three of the books are sustainable as they only use

Aesthetics: book A mainly uses primary and contrasting colours
to appeal to the user. The images are cartoon style which means

they are simple, bold and easy for a child to understand. the ty
pography in all three designs uses son-serif fonts which makes it
easier to read and look more simple and as the text is in black it
contrasts to the background colour making it stand out further. The
images are simple but effective as they are not over complicated
and in book B its shows the animals being out of a natural living
environment which enables the child to recognize the animal and
uses familiar images in the background. In all three the books the
pop-outs are very effective and stand out to grab the users atten
tion. They all also encourage the child to learn by either counting,
or telling a short story about the animal. A pop up book is also
very sensory based and are very visual products.
Materials and processes: all 3 books are made out of 300gsm

card which is durable and strong. It also gives it a good

printing surface and the card is light weight meaning it will be

easier to transport They also are UV varnished which adds a

gloss to the card making the book water resistant and ensures

it lasts longer. The books will have been made using batch pro
duction and cut out using dye cutting which is a more efficient
and faster process. Then may have been assembled by hand.

card as their main material which can be widely recycled and is bio

variety of pop ups that are used in creative ways to engage the

the eco system. The books would have a fairly long life cycle as they

about animals to give them a better understanding on some

degradable meaning is it kinder to the environment and can harm

child's attention. The story lines in book A teaches children

can be used multiple times and they are durable and withstanding

issues facing them, all books are educational and tell a shorty

mental impact and some books cant be recycled due to other mate

and cartoon like, and I will adapt these ideas into my design as I

production is highly likely to be reused by another company but sol

client research I have learned what is needed to design a decent

Many companies instead use a aqueous varnish which is water

that are engaging.

so would last longer. However some adhesives to carry an environ

rials such as inks and adhesives used in production. Any waste from

vent based coating are still in discussion due to disposal issues.
based and not oil based , so it is therefore more sustainable

story that is informative. The images and characters are bright

know that these aspects make a good product. By looking at my

Quality and safety : the inks used to print my book
will be vegetable inks that are non toxic and more

environmentally friendly. There are some small

parts in the books such as the tabs which may pose

as a chocking hazard but I will try and ensure all the

parts are stuck on securely. However the books do

have sharp corners so could be a small risk to the
child but some corners could be rounded

item, by using all the features that will encourage learning and

Social, moral and cultural issues.: in my design I will

ensure that I use appropriate images and text that

wont be found offensive and will adapt my text to

User requirements: by looking at these books I have found that they

suit other languages by using simple English. Books

all use lower case lettering which makes it easier for a child to read.

A , B and Care all suitable for young children and

Bright contrasting colours are also used which are necessary to grab

the child's attention. The books are also made to fit to hand size so

A

they are easy to hold and transport. The colours contrast with back

don't use offensive pictures or text and I will ensure

that this is followed in my design and products

ground designs (which is especially displayed in book C) and don't have

much text so it keeps it short and simple. Also the books need to be
robust as it will be used for a long time . The books also use simple

language and sentences and are fun, engaging and active to interact

with

When the books are printed it would have used lithographic

Purpose/function: the aim of the products is to entertain

and educate children about a chosen topic. They all use

transitions and pull tabs to create a 3d effect. The main

printing and uses a 3mm solid white board.

Cost: due to the books having curved shapes they will be more

expensive to cut out as the die cutter needs to be a more complex

b

User and client opinions: I think all three of the books use a

function of the books are to teach children about some

thing whilst using a recognisable environment and images.
Book A aims to educate on sea animals and tell a short

shape. They all use lots of colours and full colour printing is more

story using life like images. The purpose of book Cis to

would need to be done by hand as it is very intricate meaning it will

book B uses cartoon animals and uses transitions of move

expensive that black and white. Also the pop ups and assembly

take longer to make and is less efficient. In terms of materials, card
is Fairley cheap and compared to other products it doesn't use that
many materials, mainly just card, ink and adhesives.

C

teach counting using bold pop ups as an effect. Whilst

ment. The pop ups are free standing as it uses a thicker

card the books promote a service and idea that's shown in

the item and communicate to the audience

User requirements: during production all prod

ucts will use anthropometric data to allow

them to see what size they need to make their
product. The books shown would have been

Production and just in time: It also has a lower capital cost and is

flexible to produce a variety of product variations. It also is very

Trends: the most common trend between pop up books is that

ideal for seasonal orders as the books may only be brought at a

tion, and cartoon images that are easier to understand and use a

when there are space issues. And is used when the demand for

means it will be simpler to understand and isn't too confusing,

useful when only small production runs are needed. It is also
certain time of the year. It reduces inventory which is useful

product is not sufficient enough to keep a machine operating
continuously. Furthermore all 3 books may have been made

using JIT production. This manages stock and delivers to suppli

ers when they are required. This will minimise storage costs

they all use bright and contrasting colours to grab the users atten

Good/bad design: all three books are an example of a good design as

made to comfortably fit the hand shape of a
child so that it is easy to hold and transport.

they all use bright contrasting colours to attract user attention. By

The books need to have good quality pop ups

easily understand the book which make it have a good design. Book A

bright and colourful to engage the child. The

having simple and a small amount of text will ensure that the child can

and tabs to attract the users interest and be

simpler design. Book A has an uncluttered background which

could be an example of a bad design as it doesn't include typography

product may be required to be flat pack to be

where as books B and Care have quite busy pages, so may be a

on and what is happening. By using san serif fonts in lower case text

sellate so will be easier to store. From an ergo

little overwhelming and overcrowded. All the books use exagger

ated pop ups and pull tabs to create an effect. Some differences is

which could mean that the child may not be sure as to what is going

means that the user wont have difficulty reading the text as it is more
simple and convenient as the books are made out of thick card they

easier to transport and these 3 books all tes

nomic point of view the books are made to a

good standard as they all are easy to use and

that book Cuses bold and harmonizing colours and has very busy

are durable and withstanding to any pressure from a child., meaning

transport due to lightweight, and use simple

waste reduction as some stock can be damaged or obsolete

pictures and some text. Also they have little or no text which

a bad design as it has quite a cluttered background so it may be quite

stand.

essary stock.. Finally it is ideal for small companies that don't

able.

meaning there is more space for other stock. Also there is a

whilst in storage so again reduces costs being invested in unnec

have the funds to purchase a large amount of stock at once.

pages. They all. show a clear view of what the book is about using

means it will be easier for the child to read and more understand

they will last longer and not break. Book Cmay also be an example of

complicated and the child may have trouble understanding what is

happening.

language meaning they are easy to under

Client and end user research

prefered font

For my arophics project I om aolng to desian • popup book to inform children
obout endonaered onlmol. Pleose onswer the questions below

□□

1. Which font do you prefer?

Font

Fov..t

FONT

• font 1 • font 2 • font 3

0

........

□

2. Which animals do you prefer?

3. What type of Idea do you prefer?
A countin& book

D
D

An Interactive book
Uses fobrics

D

4. Which colour scheme do you prefer?

I produced this questionnaire to find out other peoples

□
□
□
□
□

views and opinions of my design idea. I asked people of
the ages of 13+ to get a range of answers depending on
age. By doing this I can understand how to style my

most requested style and that oven 50% of people would prefer a pop
up book compared to a mask which has the least appeal. So I will be mak
ing a op up book'. Furthermore many chose a san serif font which will be
simpler and clearer to read meaning I will use a similar font in my design.

design to appeal to the user the most, and find out

I found out that many people visit the cafe first, or the shop, so my design

what they see as interesting and educational.

5. Any other ideas/ sueeestions?

By looking at these charts I can tell that a fictional story would be the

would be old in the zoo shoR where more people are likely to go first and
notice it. Over all I will take into account the results and by asking the

�-�pr..uu-tinJdlliJn 1ppuls to you th• most7

questions I gain a better understanding and I will base my ideas around
them to ensure my product appeals to as many users as possible.

7. a2,you pr•f•r fiction or t\Oft• fiction?

Conclusion:
I. which style ofim1111 do you pr,fu7

In conclusion I will use these results and apply them to my design to ensure my product will appeal to a wider

Cartoon
RH1 lif1lm11es

range of users. My results show that a panda was the most popular animal so I will make sure that my design used

Other.

that animal as it was the most popular choice. Also I will use a bright and bold colour scheme as I feel it would be
the most eye catching and stand out to the user. Many users have stated that using a san serif font

t. which 1r11 ofth, ioo art you likley tovliitfirst?

ould be the

most suitable as it is clearer and easier to understand from a child's point of view. This will also simplify the design
meaning more people can easily read and understand the text. when designing my product I am more likely to
[==:J
10. Wl!.£1) of tht followin1 idus do vou think will 1ncour1111 child to lurn about animals
t.22J!abOOk
MIik

Board llmt
T1bltt1lli:tr

use cartoon images as they are more relatable to children and are simpler and easy to understand.

I will need to

do further research into existing pop up book designs to obtain further knowledge into what designs are most
popular with children and what animals are the most popular to write about. And to also see what images they
use and how simplified the producer has made the book. So far I have visited a zoo so I can see what animals the
children there where most drawn to. And when in looking round I looked at which products where most popular
with the users. By looking at all my results, collectively I will apply these to my design ensuring I can make my
design the best possible, the results have helped me see what the users look for in a product and what they see as

USER CENTERED DESIGN-

a good quality product,

6

Client and end user research

Interview:
1. What are your views on the current situation.
I feel the zoo is coping well with the current range of animals at the zoo. They are trying to boost the population in order to pre
vent numbers of the species declining further and reaching extinction. Based on the zoos I have visited, signs and posters have

Client:

been displayed to show what we can do to help and how the animals have become vulnerable and endangered. I think that or

Name- James Taylor
Age- 43

ganisations are doing as much as they can and are making sure that enough of the right actions are being taken
2. What do you feel is being done well at the moment
The animals have good living conditions with large enclosures and multiple objects for the animals to interact with in order to

Occupation- electrical engineer

improve their welfare. Multiple zoos offer talks by the zoo keepers to inform the audience about the animals, why they are

Likes/dislikes - likes wildlife and

animal protection. Also zoos have strong links with conservation projects abroad so they can be educated further and learn

dislikes animal cruel products

affected, and what we can do to help them. Which will then inform society to make better choices associated with habitat and
from what other zoos are doing to help the animals.
3. What could be done to improve the current state of the animals at the zoo.
To further help, the zoo could make some more funding available for the more endangered species in order to prevent the

Client summary:
Mr Taylor has a good understanding of the current situation as he

hunting and killing of the more affected animals. Also invest in specialist zoos that help to increase the population of the specific
animal and release them back into the wild. And if possible release a greater number of animals back into the wild so that they
can live more naturally.

has 2 young children and has visited the zoo multiple times before.

4. How will my design potentially improve the problems facing the zoo.

He also has an interest in nature and wildlife so has some

It will educate young children and their parents about the problems facing the animal and how it has become endangered. It

knowledge of the current problem. And believes it is important to
protect endangered animals and has a wide interest in doing the
most he can to help in anyway.

will also help them how they can help the animal and see if there are any things that can change in order to help increase the
ROpulation in a fun and educational way. It will also potentially encourage more people to think of ways that they can help and
become a part of an organisation to prevent hunting and decline of animals.
5. What are the actions currently being taken that help to reduce the impact of humans on the animals.
Recycling is heavily promoted to prevent the ROllution of hazardous plastics and paper. The plastics can affect the animals in the
sea causing the population to decline. There are also many protestors to prevent deforestation in the environment thus increas
ing the population in the forests and preventing habitats being destroyed. also many businesses are using more sustainable re

Conclusion
From completing this questionnaire I have found out the clients views on
the situation and found that my client would prefer a design that will

sources for their products to protect wildlife.
6. Who were the target audience of the zoo
The main audience were younger kids that wanted to learn about the animals. I feel this is good target audience as they can be
brought up knowing the impacts on the animals and be more willing to help the animals when they are older. It also includes

appeal to young children and in turn hopefully educate more people to

adults as well as they can learn and act on ways to help protect animals by either being kinder to the environment (protecting

donate or be more respectful to wildlife in terms of making decisions

habitats) or donating to zoo's

that wont effect animals. Next I will look over my design ideas and adapt
them to appeal to more people and hopefully encourage more users to
think twice before buying products made from animals and make sure

other items are animal friendly. My aim is to try and make a difference by

educating the population to know how they can help.

7. What is the wanted outcome from all of the zoos in the area.
Their main aim is to increase the population of the animals. Without them, more animal breeds would be coming extinct. At the
end of all this, they aim to release them back into the wild with trackers to keep an eye on their welfare. By doing this, they can
learn more about the animal and make their enclosures better suited to the particular animal. They also want to protect the ani
mals and raise awareness about the species and how important nature is to us. Many zoos are setting up organization to re
duce decline of animals and work on conservations to help as much as they can.
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Context and materials/ sustainability
sustainability

Justification

materials

property

200gsm card

Range of colours which have a good printing surface which means colour is I would consider using this material because it is a It is biodegradable so can decompose naturally

Conclusion:

In conclusion I have developed a
better understanding on different

easily applied
It has a range of thicknesses so is sturdy and strong depending on thickness

materials an their properties so I can

of the material

for my product. I can also see which
are the most sustainable and envi

increase the aesthetics of the product

will be eco friendly and not harm the
Mount board

weight so would be suitable to use as

but doesn't add much weight as it is
enough

to

carry

consider a laminate or varnish for my

acrylic

It has excellent optical clarity so it has a good level of transparency
Excellent resistance to sunlight so the colour wont fade and is weather able

increase the life cycle and prevent

so the ink wont run or drip when in contact with liquids

book is preserved and remains a
learned which processing technique

ble so I could avoid using that process

Laminating/
varnishing

cle. It is a thermosetting plastic and consists of reinforcing materials which

process and materials, and alter my

layers bonded UV light is not classed as toxic so would not

together using heat and pressure. They are also avail- harm or pollute the environment in that effect

It can either be used by flooding or dotting on the paper so I could possibly able in different shapes and forms and would be easy but by varnishing it will effect the recycling of

spilled it would not damage the paper and therefore prolonging the life cy-

and environmental issues with each

to cut so could be applied easily. It also improves the product and its sustainability. The applicastrength, appearance and stability so would possibly tion process is quite energy demanding so I
give the book a higher value and would increase the could possibly use renewable sources to help its
aesthetics and look so would appeal to children more . sustainability and some of the materials are not
recyclable or biodegradable so will make my

are bonded together., so this makes the material stronger and resistant

design to choose the best materials

impacts and sustainability

book.

Laminating sheets have a good moisture barrier so if a liquid was to be

in to account the different properties

they will create whilst considering

increase the life cycle of the book and means the col- cern as it increases global warming however

It is a very glossy shiny liquid so would add shine and a luxury value to my Laminated plastics are consisted of

make certain sections of my book varnished so they stand out.

in a large number. Overall I will take

for my book, and what sort of effect

tion and weathering the colour will last which will manufacturing process chemical waste is a con

It stretches using bi-axial toughness so less colour is needed for a larger area will make the pop ups look more exciting and fun. be reused. It is not easily recycled and isn't bioAcrylic doesn't discolour over time
degradable.
so money and resources are saved increasing the sustainability

Furthermore I have

and also which are the least sustaina

Due to acrylic having an excellent resistance to radia- Acrylic is not that sustainable as during the

our intensity will be higher so will look more attrac- they are far less harmful than some other plas
a
strong
colstick
to
the
paper
and
have
good
strength
so
will
lts rigid with
tive. As it can be cut and moulded easily I can shape tic based products and also is not a toxic prodour for a long length of time
the acrylic in to different shapes for my book which uct plastic also contributes to land fills but could

damage from liquids meaning the

would improve the quality the most

er this material is expensive so I may consider other tion so will make my product environmentally

ensure product more sustainable I may use an alternative serves landfill sites as well as preserving raw
.
that the book isn't too heavy and wont add too much extra weight to the material, this material takes colour well so will accept materials which wastes less resources
bright bold colours to use as backgrounds for my book
book

book as I have leaned that this will

higher quality.

mount my book and gives a high quality finish howev- environment, saves energy and reduces pollu

Its also a stiff material so it strong but is also lightweight so will

and

transport for a child. I will also highly

pressure and is resistant

similar possible materials if my product was to sold on friendly and sustainable. Because the book is
It is very versatile so can adapt to multiple different functions or activities a larger scale. However this material isn't recyclable as made from long lasting materials it means there
and is also very malleable
it contains polystyrene so if I wanted to make my will be less waste from my book and it pre-

it can withstand pressure and weight
light

Good quality thick board which means it is durable and withstanding to This material will be used for my final model and to By using recyclable materials it is preserving the

It has a coloured surface so I would not need to add a background colour

a main material for my book because

still

cycle so can be reused and passed on. Card can also be separated and is easy to dispose of, it can

Its also lightweight but strong and has a high quality and is suitable for most different finishes and coatings so I would be able to sources Card is also manufactured from recy
use multiple finishes to give my book a nice effect to cled and reusable paper so is highly sustainable.
printers so will accept most inks making it a suitable material to use

ronmentally friendly so that my book

200gsm card is a strong and light

ble. Furthermore this material has a Fairley long life recycled easily so the materials wont need to

be laminated easily so if I was to cover my book to also be easily compressed so will take up less
It can take colour well so the ink will not leak through to the other side of protect it this material will work well. I will also use room. It is a very cost-effective material and
the paper reducing waste
this material because it is stable and will accept highly customizable so can save money and re

see which material is the best to use

environment. I have found out that

strong and durable material to use and is biodegrada- without harming the environment It can be

Embossing

book less environmentally friendly .

It has the ability to form ductile metals so can be changed without loosing Embossing gives the product a luxury effect and due This process if fairly expensive so I would only
any strength and is flexible, this is useful when making certain shapes for my to different height s of the images and pages it could use it on a small section. But it doesn't affect
book.
It can produce unlimited patterns so I could have many designs embossed
and alters the surface of the paper so certain areas can be risen to make
them stand out, and look bold. Also most materials accept embossing so I
would be able to use it on most of the materials that I am using, it gives a
good finish and is appealing to may increase the value of my book if it was
to be sold in a shop.]

be fun for the child to feel the altered levels of paper recycling of the product. It Requires special
as a sensory experience. It also improves the look but press tools to be made so may be expensive and
would improve the manufacturing costs of the book. not easy to get hold of for a company it is made
It has a high luxury impact without the use of another using steel dies. And can be expensive.
colour thus decreasing the cost of full colour printing
as the number of colours is lower.
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Design brief and specification
Research findings:
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

From completing my questionnaire I found out that a majority of my clients preferred a pop up book so
I have decided to design a book. To educate children about endangered animals.

I will also ensure that I use san serif fonts with simple sentences so that it is simpler and easier to read

and understand from a child's perspective.

By researching I have found out that 200gsm card is the best material to use as it is sturdy so can with

stand pressure and has a good printing surface.

Aesthetics: It must be bright and colourful (use primary and secondary colours) as chil

Purpose/function: The aim of the product is to educate children about en

dren like looking at eye catching colours, and the contrasting background to text design

dangered animals and make a fun and engaging product. This will entertain

will mean that the book is easier to read. My design must use cartoon images because

the user and teach them about some issues facing the animals. It will work

they are simpler and familiar to the child and are easier to understand. I will use short

by using pull tabs and free standing pop outs on a book to obtain maximum

simple sentences so that the child can understand the book and the language is more

effect and look eye catching. The size of the book will be AS because it is a

simple to read. As well as a san serif font such as 'Calibri' font (at least point size 12 so

good size for a child to hold and isn't too big, it is also easier to transport

that's its easy to read) that uses straight lettering with no curved edges. The book may

and it will fit into more storage areas. The product must be educational and

have the text is the same position in each page so that the child can easily see where the

use pop ups that are aesthetically pleasing and be exciting for the user to

text is and focus more easily. My design must include a variety of exciting pop ups that

read and learn from.

engage the child to learn.

I may also make the text colour a contrasting colour to the background so that it stands out more and is

animals and will tell a short story about an issue facing that

My clients have suggested that I design an interactive book with bold pop ups and pull tabs that will

animal to educate the child. The shape of the book could be a

engage the child and ensure that they are taught about the topic. I have found that this is very popular

I have learnt that contrasting bright colours are the most popular along with using cartoon style images

and telling a fictional story that is relatable. However I have been advised by clients not to use complex

♦
♦
♦

rectangle which is a standard shape and is easy to store but it
has sharp edges so could pose a risk to a younger child. Anoth
er possible shape could be a square with rounded edges, this is
the shape I am most likely to choose as it can tessellate so will

sentences and harmonizing colours as it doesn't have as good of an effect and may be more difficult to

use less energy when die cutting. And the rounded edges are

I should avoid using toxic inks as they could be harmful, so I will use vegetable inks which are also better

Performance requirements: The life cycle of the product will

understand and process to read.

♦

Form: The theme of the book will be based on endangered

easier to see and make out words. Used.

and will appeal to the target audience.
♦

Ergonomics/ user requirements: It must be suitable for children between the ages of 3-5 as this is

for the environment.

I have learned that cartoon animals are the most popular as they have familiar and recognisable fea

tures so I will ensure to use this style in my design

I should avoid using small complicated fonts and using boring images and pop up designs, and make

sure that the book is eye catching.

I must make sure that I take into account all of the feedback I have been given and base my design

around them, by looking at what makes a good product and what a client would look for in a design.

safer for the child and the shape is simple and familiar.

be roughly about 3-5 years so that is can get their usage out
of it and It can be reused multiple times and re-read over. The
book could be passed on to someone else, so it will have a
long life cycle. The final product must meet BSI standards for
quality and safety and the BSI kite mark should be displayed
to show the standards have been met. BSEN71 is the toy safe
ty standard set up by the EU directive which ensures toys are
safe for children, the product will need to meet this.

It is

meant to perform using pop ups and tell a exciting story. It
Refined design brief:
♦

In response to the contextual challenge of going to the zoo and educating children about endangered animals I am going to design and make a pop up book that is attractive and uses freestanding pop ups to try and tach my audience.

♦

The purpose of the book is to educate young children about the importance of endangered animals and why we need to try harder to protect them. My product will hopefully give them a better
understanding on the problem and teach them ways that they can help and what is being done at
the moment that could be improved. My book will also tell a short story about an animal and dis-

should also be able to withstand everyday wear and tare of
being used by a child and be durable to outlast its life cycle.
Technical considerations may be the way the pop ups work
and how the mechanisms work and stand up. I will do further
research into how the transitions and pop ups will work and
how to apply the mechanism so they can have maximum

♦

♦

♦

Scale of production My prototype will be made using small
be produced in a small area. if my book was going to be

of the items will be purchased by a variety of people for different ages.

made on a large scale this means that as a company grows

To ensure that the design meets the needs of the user I will need to make sure that I will use cartoon style images and use bright contrasting colours to engage the child and for it to be eye catching and exciting. It also needs to raise awareness about endangered animals and educate users on
the matter. The book will be related to animals and include appropriate and useful images and
text that is informative. This product will be useful as it gives the user better knowledge on the
issue and will be a fun and attractive way to learn.

withstand the pressure and usage from a child. The language, pictures and story must be age ap
propriate for the target audience because they need to be able to understand what is happening
and that it is appropriate to their age group by using anthropometric data I can measure and find
out what size my book will need to be to best fit the size of a child's hand and make sure they can
hold it well. It may be lightweight so that the child can carry it around and tessellate so that it can
be stored easily as it is flat and easy to move. The book may be laminated or have a protective
cover so that the pages are protected from spillages due to card not being water resistant. And
aged 7 child would have the hand circumference of around 6.5 inches varying slightly depending
on age. I will use this and also research further to ensure that the book is the correct size to fit the
user.
Materials and components requirements: The covers for the book will be made using 2mm grey
board as it i_s durable and withstanding to pressure, the pages and pop ups will be made with
200gsm card as it just thick enough to stand freely without falling or breaking. When making my
prototypes I will use thinner card to develop the pop-up design. On my final model the card will
be spray mounted on to the board to make it stronger without adding too much extra weight to
the book. The book will be manufactured and built by hand as I will only be making the one mod
el. If this was going to be made in batch production the parts would be cut out by a machine but
would need to be put together by hand as the mechanisms and joint can be attached by a ma
chine, however this would increase making time so less money would be earned per book. Die
cutting would be used in batch production to cut the pop-ups out and lithographic printing with
Sustainability:

ing methods such as PVA glue to ensure the pop-ups are dura

chased by parents ort adults. The book may also be bought by a company for a school. And most

that it is the right size for the user to hold and is durable with free standing popups.

must be suitable for all genders as this will increase the target audience and the number of buyers
and users. The pop ups must be strong and durable and made using card (200gam) so that it can

would be useful when used by a child. I will select strong fix

scale production (one-off) as it is only made once so it will

tors to make the best product would be to include relatable text that is easy to understand and

the product and may be reading it to their children so will also need to understand the story. It

UV varnishing to give a high quality print.

The product will be aimed at young children roughly between the ages of 3- 6. but would be pur-

The client for this project is James Taylor who I based my client interview on. He stated that fac-

raphy and story. The book will also be brought by adults or teachers as they are the ones buying

effect. It may be laminated to make it water resistant which

cuss and portray a current problem that that endangered animal is facing, and explain why this is ble.
a bad thing and what damage it may be causing.

the target audience of the product, or ages around that depending on the complexity of the typog

and production units increase, it will have a better chance

to reduce its costs. It may also use JIT production as it re

duces storage costs and the parts are there when you need
them due to the book possibly not being purchased all year
round. My prototype will use one off production as it will
only be made once but this is more expensive and will take
longer to make as it takes time to attach mechanisms and
joints. In commercial production- batch production would
be used where costs can be reduced due to economies of
scale and bulk buying.

My product will be sustainable be

Cost: The materials are not relatively

cause I am using card as my main material which is

expensive for a book as the main ma

biodegradable and recyclable. It must be made out

terial is card which isn't that expensive

of sustainable materials that don't cause great harm

(A4 card costs lp per sheet). But the

to the environment it could be processed using re

making process is more expensive as it

newable energy sources such as solar power as

takes more time to make the mecha

these are renewable sources that don't harm the

nisms and pop outs. The book I make

environment and less resources will be used. In

will use full colour printing which is

batch production I would suggest using vegetable

more expensive so the cost will be

inks which are safer, renewable and non toxic, this

higher, also if I decide to have curved

will mean its safer for the child and manufacturer, it

edges, it will cost more during the die

is also made from plants products that can replanted

cutting process and will use more en

and cloned, so there is a larger supply. I should make

ergy , these factors will all increase the

sure to reduce waste by tessilating parts where pos

cost of making the book

sible and reusing waste materials from the making
process, so that it will save materials and therefore
save money.

Desi n ideas
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What's happening
on this page?

Text (as it will appear in
the book)

The Scene and type
of pop-up

1

Phoebe panda meets
Emily the pygmy ele
phant in her habitat.
Explains effect of
deforestation and why
she is endangered

'hi, my name is phoebe
panda' ,
R
'this is Emily elephant and /1. �
she is endangered because
trees are being cut down in
her home and she is running out of food '

Cartoon elephant
pop up in the forest
with pop up trees
and images and
panda in corner with
text

I,), P,n
Phoebe meets pe er
polar bear, is endan
gered because of
global warming and
climate change which
melts ice
Tara Turtle endan
gered because of
littering in ocean

PW!',;,

'This is � polar bear and
he is endangered because
ice is melting through warm
heat. This means there is
less food for peter and his
family'

Polar bear and child
pop up with arctic
theme background
and melting ice
glaciers

'this is Tara turtle and she is
endangered because of
fishing and plastic waste'

Ocean background
with pop up turtle
and sea animals

1,

J

'

1

'

'I.(

---.
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Mountain Fold

Scenery Flats

xxxxxxxxxxxxx
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Desi n ideas

Floating Layers

Single SUt
Variation

lb

•

This designs purpose is met by teaching children about endangered
animals and there is multiple images on the front that relate to the subject. Aesthetically there are bold colours with interesting pictures and
the shapes are not too complicated to understand. the book is made
from 2mm grey board it's light but durable and strong. There is a lot of
detail on the front so the printing process would be expensive but the
design is effective and would appeal to the target market. And card is a
sustainable material and can be widely recycled

Colourful and detailed

The background isn't too overcrowded and fits the theme of the design.
It uses bright bold colours and the drawings are not too complicated
and could easily be understood. Its purpose is to provide a relevant
background to the pop up and to add detail to the design. Similarly it
would be made from 200gsm card as has a good flat printing surface
and accepts colour well. The shape tessellates so would increase
space when transporting the book. The images are age appropriate
and would appeal to both genders widening the user range.

Too sim ilar colours could be confusing

The purpose of the pop up is too create a fun and exciting pop up that
stands out and draws in the users attention. This is quite a large pop
up as a v-fold platform will fold out revealing two characters. The pur
pose of this page is too educate about the effect of global warming.
The dripping ice round the edge shows what the increased tempera
ture is doing to the ice glaciers which will help the child learn. The pop
up will be made from 200gsm flat, matt white card as it is strong, sus
tainable and biodegradable quality material.

Big and bold pop up

This logo idea is simple but effective. It uses a san serif font which is
easier to read and understand and the words relate and sum up what
my project is about. The image in the centre adds colour and the colour
green leaf relates to the environment and vegetation as a habitat. The
design is age appropriate and will be in the bottom corner of my book.
The black ink is heaper than colour so it will reduce the cost of the
logo, but decreases the aesthetic value of it when on the book
I am using a floating layers pop up as I think this will have the best
effect as be bold and engaging. The cartoon features make it easy to
understand and are familiar animals. The purpose is too educate chil
dren about littering in the ocean by using a fun and detailed pop up
,, page to teach them. Most the colours are basic so wont cost as much
to print the page and shading will be added to the background to give it
depth and texture. It uses harmonizing colours that are similar shades
This character will be the narrator and will feature on every page. The
panda is realistic so is relatable and recognisable and includes some
humanistic features. The 2 colours are contrasting and stand out to the
user. The panda itself is an endangered animal so represents the topic
in question. The pop up will be made from 200gsm card but could be
layered to make it thicker to withstand pressure and make it last longer.
The purpose is to be a repeated figure on the same position of each
page so it can be memorised and be relatable for all the pages
This pop up is effective because it features a large pop up that has a
moving trunk by using a reverse motion linkage when pulling the tail.
The character is simple and cute with pastel colours and is based on a
cartoon image. Similarly it will be printed on to 200gsm card as this is a
sustainable and durable material to use. The purpose is to teach chil
dren (aged 3-5) about deforestation in a pygmy elephants habitat, by
using a colourful pop up with the added mechanism for extra affect to
help engage the child in the page and to make learning more fun.
This background design is quite minimalistic and the main colour is
white but I will add shading round the edges to add detail and colour.
The cartoon characters in the background add detail and show what
kind of species would live in that environment. The background may
not be as recognisable as it is not a day to day environment you would
be in but if it was changed it would not relate to the design idea. The
purpose is to provide a suitable background to the v-fold platform base
pop up and will be educational towards the arctic conditions

•

doesn't relate to other 2 pages •

e

Exciting and relatable front cover design

e

e

Relevant background characters

This design is quite overcrowded as it is for a child so it could be
more simplistic and I could reduce some of the excess detail that
may not improve the quality of the design massively. Also the col
ours are harmonizing and very similar which could make it difficult
to differentiate the different features which could be confusing for
the child. Also I could change the colours of the objects to make
some of the key features stand out more on the page.

e

Easily relatable for a child to look at

•

Plain colours, white may not be as appealing

e

Characters and background colours would blend
together ,could be confusing

e

e

Change to a more exciting colour
Related to the topic

e

Simplistic but effective design.

•

Mechanism could add too much detail and could
be too confusing

e

e

Engaging and detailed pop up idea
Cartoon and simple design
I have used Contrasting colours
It is a Recognisable animal

•

•

•

May be to detailed for a cartoon character

•
•

A Bold and engaging pop up design idea
The Mechanism will add extra detail
Uses a Simplistic character design

•

Simple background with harmonizing colours

•

The pop up may not be as strong as some other ideas as it could
become weaker in the middle and the added character could
weigh it down, but I could use thicker or layered card to improve
the durabil ity and strength of the product. I could use a parallel
motion linkage so when the tail is pulled the legs move back and
forth. This mechanism will add extra detail and design to make
the page more exciting for the child to engage with
There are not many ideas that I could adapt to the idea as it has
contrasting colours that are not gender specific, but by looking
and reviewing the user comments I could possibly reduce some of
the accessories on the panda but it adds extra detail and adds
some br ight colours to the design so it isn't just black and white,
but overall I may not adapt this idea as I feel it would reduce the
aesthetic value of the characters design and features.
With this design I have added a reverse motion linkag.e to add
extra design, however with the big pop up as well and the tabs it
may be too confusing for the child and there may be too many
features but it does make the page more interesting so I may
leave this adaption on the design depending if I am able to make
the linkage work correctly without making the page too confusing

4t

Hard to add a lot of detail to this environment. •
Recognisable features and detail

The two polar bears are not as colourful as the other characters but I will
add shading round the edges to add to the aesthetic detail to add depth
and texture to the white animal. When assembling the pop up I may layer the card to make it thicker and more withstanding because it is a larger
pop up so may become weaker in the middle, this will increa� the life
cycle and would be more pressure resistant by any force applied by a
child. Meaning it could outlast its life cycle,
I could adapt the colour of the text so that is a brighter and more con
trasting colour but black is a neutral colour so would appeal to all gen
ders. I could also experiment with different font designs to see what else
would suit the design brief but making sure that they are san serif, so
would be easy to read and easier to understand from a glance or dis
tance. I added shading under the logo as a reflection but I may not use it
as it isn't clear as to what it is, but I could use a different colour scheme
or shape to make it look more appealing

•

Harmonizing shades of green

To further modify the design I may simplify the design slightly as the
amount of images could be confusing for a young child, when in Pho
toshop I will also add shading to the sketches to add depth and texture.
And make the designs look more realistic. The colours are also quite
similar so harmonize together and could merge the different pictures as
the colours are very similar. In terms of the cost it would be quite high as
full colour printing is more expensive but doing this it would decrease the
books aesthetics and its value.

'rhe colours may be too plain and boring and may not appeal as much as
the images on pages 1 and 3 but it fits the environment of the design so if
it was to be changed it wouldn't be recognisable and the white fits the
climate conditions of the polar bears habitat. By adding the northern
lights in the sky it may be a confusing addition as children wouldn't know
what they are or wouldn't be able to recognise them in the way that I
have drawn them. It isn't as detailed as other designs but from a child's
point of view may be a good thing

'I really like the bright, bold colours and they
would really appeal to the age range'
'very detailed and intriguing design'
'Exciting pictures and well drawn'
'could simplify the amount of detail'
'good background design, well executed'
' the colours are appealing and harmonizing'
'the colours could be too similar'
'little to no colour differentiation '
Takes up a big area so would be engaging'
'unique and thorough design'
Would appeal to kids and educational'

'contrasting colours stand out'
'Relatable to the topic
'Clear to the theme'
'the pop up makes it look more 3d'
Harmonizing colours'
I will apply all these comments in to my
design ideas
'relatable and basic colours'
orange accessories add a contrasting col
oured effect to the design'
This design seems popular so I will keep the
features the same for the product
'mechanism looks effective '
The soft pastel colours suit the age range'
Bold and effective pop up
This design seems effective so I will use this
pop up design in one of the pages
'simplistic colours and background images'
'Good use of cartoon imagery'
'not much texture to the ice background'
I will try and adapt these comments

Review
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My design ideas have been annotated and analysed against the specification

points on e.ach design page. On this review page I am producing a more detailed
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review of the most suitable designs against the specification and also gaining third

party feedback to help me develop the design
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By completing the table of� review and asking for user comments I have found what the

user would find most appealing in a product and what features I will need to add to
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all of the user comments to fit the user needs and adapt my sketches with the appropri
ate detail. I will do this so that my design will fit the specification more accurately and
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make a better product by looking at reviews and either reducing or adding extra detail.
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it a unique one off design that would appeal to the user and educate them about the
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importance of endangered animals and what the effect is on their habitat. With most of

the design ideas I will adapt or change the colours or some details to simplify the design
as �ost are a bit overcomplicated and this may effect the simplicity that is needed for
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ours on my designs to ensure my product is effective and uses productive pop ups and

typography to be a educational book. The images are appropriate for the age range and
fit the need of the user and fit the specification. Furthermore to adapt more to the

specification I could change some of the colours on page 2 to make them contrasting
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quired user age range. I could also develop some other possible front cover ideas as

some that I developed only related to one or two of the three chosen environments so I
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can change this to fit the specification and improve the efficiency of my design
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animals

JoinPhoebe panda and hedriends
onanad�nture aroundtheworld.discovering
new and eii:citing anlmal alongthe way, You
will ream howto help endangered anima ls
andwhy they have become endangered.

Materials and processes

r

Action points
•

Make sure the pop ups open wide enough and don't

Material

Properties and working qualities (folding, scoring, cutting,
joining, printing)

Suitability for prototype/ Batch Production

Paper
80gsm

Easy to cut with a scalpel or guillotine, scores, and folds easily, joins with PVA glue and has a good printing surface and
suitable for laser printing. It is Biodegradable and can be recycled. And is Cost effective as it is cheap to make and buy in
large bulks. But may be Weaker than card so could tear under pressure.

Used for the pages of the prototype book. In batch produc
tion thicker paper or card would be used (120-200 gsm) and
UV varnished or laminated to enhance the appearance and
increase durability, but would add cost. And it can be recy
cled and takes colour well and is widely available in a range
of thickness and sizes

Cardboard
2 00gsm

Easy to cut, score and join and attached with PVA glue
Can be Used to make pop ups and mechanisms.and
Good for printing on, a high quality bleached surface
in batch production the pop-ups would be UV varnished
after digital printing and then be die-cut
Available in a range of thickness and colours and is
Strong and fairly durable. It is also Sustainable and easy to Corriflute has a good strength to weight ratio and is waterdispose of making it a suitable material
proof so would be suitable for my design

Grey board2mm

It is made from wood waste pulp joined together and is
100% recycled wood pulp so would make my product sus
tainable and more environmentally friendly as it isn't using
raw materials. It is smooth on both sides so has a good
printing surface and accepts colour well and is easy to cut
using a scalpel

Duct tape

It is very strong to join two materials together and can be easi I will use it to join my pages together as it is strong and will
ly cut with scissors and is a rubber adhesive and is malleable, last. And will be used in batch production depending on the
to a variety of structures
life cycle of my book

process

What is it used for

Computer

I use Photoshop to add colour and affects to my designs. By using different brush tools I can add textures

aided design

I could reduce the content of the writing slightly so it
is more simple and easy for the user to understand

•

, Make sure the pop ups fit right on the page and
don't take up the whole page so the background cant
be seen, so I will use anthropometric data to see

Scalpel

•
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I will use a scalpel to hand cut my parts as it is accurate and can cut small sections easier than using scissors. And the

scissors

scalpels have a sharp point to give a precise cut and are quicker to use than scissors. But with scissors it is easier to cut

Pva glue

A spray mount gives an even distribution of the glue in a thin layer so there wont be lumps of glue when I join the two

Spray mount

book.

pritt stick

what size would be best suitable for my pop ups

•

and special effects to improve the appearance of my products. It is easy to use and makes my characters
look more aesthetic and well designed rather than having flat colour

stick part way open
•

I will use it to make my front and back cover, and has a good
finish and is fairly cheap. It is strong and rigid. I will use this
material for the one off prototype but in batch production I
would 4,Se solid white board as it has a more luxury finish and
a better printing surface and has a bleached surface, but it is
more expensive to use

,,,
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the curves in the shapes as the scalpel is more adjusted to cutting straight lines

materials together and is strong so the book will last longer, and it is also quick drying so reduces the making time of the

l

Design brief and specification
Research findings:
♦
♦

I will also ensure that I use san serif fonts with simple sentences so that It Is simpler and easier to read
and understand from a child's perspective.

language Is more simple to read. As well as a san serif font such as 'Calibri

♦

I may also make the text colour a contrasting colour to the background so that It stands out more and Is
easier to see and make out words. Used.

♦

that the book Is easier to read. My design must use cartoon Images because
they are simpler and famlllar to the child and are easier to understand. I will

By researching I have found out that 200gsm card is the best material to use as It Is sturdy so can with
stand pressure and has a good printing surface.

♦

catching colours, and the contrasting background to text design will mean

From completing my questionnaire I found out that a majority of my clients preferred a pop up book so
I have decided to design a book. To educate children about endangered animals.

♦

♦

Aesthetics: It must be bright and colourful as children like looking at eye

My clients have suggested that I design an Interactive book with bold pop ups and pull tabs that will
engage the child and ensure that they are taught about the topic. I have found that this Is very popular
and will appeal to the target audience.
I have learnt that contrasting bright colours are the most popular along with using cartoon style Images
and telling a fictional story that Is relatable. However I have been advised by clients not to use complex
sentences and harmonizing colours as It doesn't have as good of an effect and may be more difficult to
understand and process to read.
I should avoid using toxic Inks as they could be harmful, so I will use vegetable Inks which are also better
for the environment.

use short simple sentences so that the child can understand the book and the
font that uses straight lettering with no curved edges. The book may have
the text Is the same position In each page so that the child can easily see
where the text is and focus more easily. My design must Include a variety of

Form: the theme of the book will be based on endan
gered animals and will tell a short story about an Issue
facing that animal. The shape of the book could be a
rectangle which Is a standard shape and Is easy to store
but It has sharp edges so could pose a risk to a younger
child. Another possible shape could be a square with
rounded edges, this Is the shape I am most likely to
choose as It can tessellate so will use less energy when
die cutting. And the rounded edges are safer for the
child and the shape Is slmpln and familiar.

I should avoid using small complicated fonts and using boring Images and pop up designs, and make
sure that the book Is eye catching.

their usage out of It and It arn be reused multiple times

I must make sure that I take Into account all of the feedback I have been given and base my design
around them, by looking at what makes a good product and what a client would look for In a design.

and re-read over. It could a:so be passed on to some
one else, so It will have a long fife cycle. It Is meant to

gered animals I am going to design and make a pop up book that Is attractive and uses freestand

•

Performance requirements: the fife cycle of the prod
uct will be roughly about 3·5 years so that Is can get

It

should also be able to withstand everyday wear and
tare of being used by a child and be durable to outlast
Its fife cycle. Technical considerations may be the way
the pop ups work and how the mechanisms work and

ing pop ups to try and tach my audience.

stand up. I will do further research Into how the transi

The purpose of the book Is to educate young children about the Importance of endangered ani

tions and pop ups will work and how to apply the mech

mals and why we need to try harder to protect them. My product will hopefully give them a better

♦

using small scale production as It Is onlymade
once so It will be produced In a small area. If my

The product will be aimed at young children roughly between the ages of 3- 6. but would be pur

book was going to be made on a large scale this
means that as a companygrows

chased by parents ort adults. The book may also be bought by a company for a school. And most
♦

The client for this project Is James Taylor who I based my client Interview on. He stated that fac
tors to make the best product would be to Include relatable text that Is easy to understand and
that It Is the right size for the user to hold and Is durable with free standing popups.

♦

Scale of production my prototype will be made

cuss and portray a current problem that that endangered animal Is facing, and explain why this Is
a bad thing and what damage It may be causing.

of the items will be purchased by a variety of people for different ages.

and production units lrrcrease, It will have a
better chance to reduce Its costs. It may also use
JIT production as It reduces storage costs and the
parts are there when Y"U need_ them due to the
book possibly not beln1: purchased all year round.

To ensure that the design meets the needs of the user I will need to make sure that I will use car

My prototype will use cine off production as It will

toon style Images and use bright contrasting colours to engage the child and for It to be eye catch

only be made once but this Is more expensive and

Ing and exciting. It also needs to raise awareness about endangered animals and educate users on

wlll take longer to mak as It takes time to attach
mechanisms and joints

the matter. The book will be related to animals and Include appropriate and useful Images and
text that Is Informative. This product will be useful as It gives the user better knowledge on the
Issue and will be a fun and attractive way to learn.

from.

the target audience of the product, or ages around that depending on the complexity of the typog
raphy and story. The book wlll also be brought by adults or teachers as they are the ones buying
the product and may be reading It to their children so will also need to understand the story. It
must be suitable for all genders as this will Increase the target audience and the number of buyers
and users. The pop ups must be strong and durable and made using thick card so that It can with
stand the pressure and usage from a child. The language, pictures and story must be age appropri
ate for the target audience because they need to be able to understand what Is happening and that
It Is appropriate to their age group by using anthropometric data I can measure and find out what
size my book will need to be to best fit the size of a child's hand and make sure they can hold It
well. It may be lightweight so that the child can carry it around and tessellate so that It can be

Materials and components requirements: the covers for the book will be made using 2mm grey
board as It ls durable aod withstarrli:ig to pressure, the pares ant;{ lll'P up� wi!I he mad� '>.!�tr
200gsm card as It just thick enough to stand freely without falling or breaking. When making my
prototy�e I will use thinner cards as it Is only a rough model that will not need to use all the nec
essary materials. On my final model the card will be spray mounted on to the board to make I t
stronger without adding too much extra weight to the book. The book will be manufactured and
built by hand as I will only be making the one model. If this was going to be made In batch produc
tion the parts would be cut out by a machine but would need to be put together by hand as the
mechanisms and joint can be attached by a machine, however this would Increase making time so
less money would be earned per book.

anism so they can have maxi,num effect.

understanding on the problem and teach them ways that they can help and what Is being done at
the moment that could be Improved. My book will also tell a short story about an animal and dis

and It will fit Into more storage areas. The product must be educational and
use pop ups to look good and be exciting for the user to read and learn

so that the pages are protected from spillages due to card not being water resistant

perform using pop ups and tell a exciting story.

In response to the contextual challenge of going to the zoo and educating children about endan

effect and look eye catching. The size of the book will be AS because It Is a
good size for a child to hold and Isn't too big, It Is also easier to transport

stored easily as It is flat and easy to move. The book may be laminated or have a protective cover

♦

♦

using pull tabs and free standing pop outs on a book to obtain maximum

Ergonomics/ user requirements: It must be suitable for children between the ages of 3-5 as this Is

I have learned that cartoon animals are the most popular as they have familiar and recognisable fea
tures so I will ensure to use this style In my design

Refined design brief:

the user and help resolve some Issues facing the animals. It will work by

exciting pop ups that engage the child to learn.

♦

♦

Purpose/function: the aim of the product Is to educate children about en
dangered animals and make a fun and engaging product. This will entertain

Sustainability: my product will be sustainable be
cause I am using card as my main material which Is
biodegradable. It must be made out of sustainable
materials that don't cause great harm to the envi
ronment It could be processed using renewableen
ergy sources such as solar power as rnese are re
newable sources that don't harm the environment
and less resources will be used. I may also use vege
table Inks which are safer and non toxic, this will
mean Its safer for the child and manufacturer, It Is
also made from plants products that can r eplanted
and cloned, so there Is a larger supply. I should make
sure to use all possible waste materials from the
making process so that It will save materials and
therefore save money.

Cost: the materials are not relatively
expensive for a book as the main ma
terial Is card which Isn't that expen
sive. But the making process Is more
expensive as It takes more time to
make the mechanisms and pop outs.
The book I make will use full colour
printing which Is more expensive so
the cost will be higher, also If I decide
to have curved edges, It wlll cost more
during the die cutting process and will
use more energy , these factors will all
Increase the cost of making the book

Review evaluation

I Specification point
Purpose/Function

Aesthetics

Ergonomics/ user
requirements

Materials, processes
and sustainability

I

Review
The purpose of the design is to encourage people to learn about endangered animals at the zoo. The design does this effectively by me creating an ex
citing and eye-catching product that will appeal to children of the ages 3-5. and the typography is appropriate for children and is lowered to be more sim
plistic and understandable. In the development section I made changes to the design by adding an igloo to the bottom of the pop up on page 2. this
meant that when folded the platform wasn't plain white but was designed to fit he theme . This made the page more exciting as there is a design on both
sides of the platform. I could further improve my design by adding a character from the page at the entrance of the igloo for extra aesthetic detail. To
make the page look more inviting. My client feedback suggested that I enlarged the turtle on page 3 rather than it being placed on a blue rectangle as a
floating layer. So I adapted my design in reference to this comment and this meant that the character is bigger and bolder so is more obvious and the
components of the floating layer are attached to the back of the turtle.
In terms of aesthetics the design needed to be eye catching, stand out in a gift shop of a zoo and be clearly visible. The book is aesthetically pleasing
because I have used bright and bold contrasting colours that stand out to the user. The background colours are more harmonizing and differ in shades
to create a subtle tone, I further used the opacity scale to adjust the appearance of certain elements such as the light on page 3. by doing this it creates
a subtle contrast to show where light would naturally fall and this creates a realistic touch to my design and increases aesthetic appeal. In the develop
ment section I made changes to the textures on the characters. Mainly on the panda I used a spatter brush to add the effect of a fur like texture to cre
ate a realistic feel and to avoid plain and block colour. This meant that the were differences throughout of colour and style to create more aesthetic de
tail. I further improved the design by adapting the shading for characters and certain elements of the background. By doing this it creates a shade of
light and I changed the position of light and dark depending on the environment and the characters position on the page. And shadows on plants in
page 1 to display the effect of light on my design. By using client feedback they suggested I adapt certain colours that would be more harmonizing. So
based on this I changed the colours of the background in Photoshop to a more subtle tone so that the pop up stood out as the main component of the
book and the part that stands out the most. The client also suggested how I should add the igloo to the back of page 2 to add extra detail which was not
originally planned as part of the design but adapted in to increase the impact on the user.
In terms of the ergonomics the product needed to be appropriate for the age range and have long lasting pop ups that appeal to the user in an educa
tional way. My design fits the need of the user as it is long lasting and 200gsm flat white card is suitable as it is strong and malleable thus will last longer
and increase life cycle. The materials were reinforced with card in some parts to give the characters a firm position and overall my book will be able to
withstand to any pressures or forces exerted by the user and will not be damaged as easily if I were to use a thinner material. In the development sec
tion I made changes to the position of text. I did this because originally my text was positioned in all the same places on each page (on the bottom right
of the left page) , this was then repositioned at the top of the page and lower left of the pages. This meant that it would be easier for the user to read as
it was in a more visible place, when making I found that when making and positioning the characters and pop ups the text was hidden so be reposition
ing the text in various places for each page, it meant the user could more easily view the text without the chance of it being hidden by various compo
nents of the page. My end user feedback suggested that I add an outer glow to my text. So I changed from plain black text to adding a white outer glow
on each page. this meant that the text was more visible and would stand out and be more obvious on the page and so it creates the idea of writing as
exciting and fun to look at and read, and draws the attention to there being text which explains the story rather then all the focus being on the pop up
In accounts of sustainability the product needs to use a low amount of waste material, be environmentally friendly and may be biodegradable. My prod
uct is sustainable as I used plain recycled card as my main material. This material is processed from wood pulp and comes from FSC certified forests so
this would be the most suitable place to extract my material from as there is a sustainable management plan in place to ensure the production is contin
uous. Also at the end of my books life cycle it can be recycled as both grey board and card are recyclable meaning it will encourage the user to recycle,
as reinforced with the recycling symbols on the back cover of the book. However the adhesives may affect recycling and the duct tape would have to be
removed before recycling but instead of recycling the book can be reused multiple times or donated to red·uce waste. In the development section the
client suggested I didn't layer up all the components except for the pop ups, but the characters were thick enough with 200gsm card and only some
sections needed to be reinforced with more card. By doing this is reduced the amount of materials used and increased sustainability as I was limiting to
the necessary amount of materials needed. I could further improve the design by reducing the amount of waste materials when modelling the prototype.
When practising designs I used 80gsm paper however I wasn't finalised on designs and styles of pop ups so I redesigned some elements meaning I
needed to make a new model using more materials.
/

Conclusion: in conclusion my design was successful in meeting the needs of the user. I was successful in creating a fun and engaging product that is suitable for young children in being educational on endangered animals. I
used bright contrasting colours that would appeal to a young child. And my characters are cartoon style which would be relatable to a young child and the simplistic features will simplify the design. I was further successful in
creating a strong and long lasting product which will be able to outstand any pressures and last between 3-6 years and be suitable for reusing and recycling after its use . Overall my client feedback was mainly positive with a
few suggestions which I took into account and altered my design to fit with this feed back. This involved changing the opacity to create harmonizing colours and shadows, and also adding extra
detail to the pages to create more aesthetic detail.

Prototype costs

Final design

Materials= 38p

144

Printing costs-
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animals

Join Phoebe Panda and her friends
on an inspiring journey around the world,
discovering new and exciting animals along
the way.! You and Phoebe can also learn how
to help the endangered animals from extinction.

4 x A4 sheets = 16p
2x A3 sheets= 16p
Other costs
Glue- spray mount, PVA, replacement scalpel
(0
0
N

blade= 8p

Total cost of producing 1 prototype
book-(materials and processes)= 78p
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Materials:
Materials: I will use 200gsm card for the pages and pop-ups as it is strong and easy to cut and

vY\.0-..�
Sc..cu.Q.

score. It is recyclable so can be reused once finished with. It has a good printing surface meaning it

O· 'AL,�
(::.o

accepts colour well and has a good finish. I will use 2mm grey board for the front and back covers
because it is strong and ridged and will protect the pages. I will use duct tape to attach the grey

IV"\�� -
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288

Part

Material

Length

Width

Height

No.
off

Cost

Front/
back
cover

Grey board

210

148

2

2

29.5p

Pages

200gsm card

210

148

200gsm

4

2p

Pop-ups

200gsm card

420

297

200gsm

2

4p

Page
binding

Duct tape

210

40

1

1

Back
grounds

80gsm paper

210

148

200gsm

8

board covers together and it is durable and strong.
Batch production: if made on a large scale I would use this as it reduces unit costs and machines
increase output and production, increasing efficiency. . It can also make the cuts neater and sharp
er and produced more quickly.

Processes:
Prototype: For this I will cut out the components by hand whilst using a cutting mat with a scalpel and metal ruler to avoid
scratches to the surface and to increase safety. It will be printed using digital printing (CMYK full colour) onto 2000gsm
card which will produce a high quality finish and enhancing aesthetic appeal. By producing by hand is less time efficient
but can also give a hand made finish when producing.
Batch production If made in large quantities I would use lithographic printing which is a more large scale and efficient
way of printing.. I could use uv varnishing to prolong the life cycte however this affects sustainability as the layers would
have to be separated to recycle it. Die cutting would also be used to cut out tessellating shapes, this is quicker and effi
cient as the process is large scale and takes less time than hand cutting the parts of the book.

Total material cost for 1
prototype book= 38p

I

lp

,2.5p

Final desi n
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Life cvcle assessment

Raw materials:

Distribution:
During distribution products are transported and sold in retail for use. Transport cost can be reduced by using locally sourced
materials and which will also reduces emissions from transportation thus reducing carbon footprint.. But there is also the
transport by the user when buying and travelling to their destination so the user client would add to distribution issues. elec
tric vehicles could be used to reduce emissions however they are expensive and the cost of electric to transportation costs
would be calculated to find the most sustainable way to transport the product. My book does tessellate so on a larger scale
more products could fit in the same amount of space meaning transportation rounds would reduce. And the cost of fuel would
also reduce. Also fuel for vehicles is sourced for crude oil which is extracted from the earths which affects the environment,
scars the landscape and release polluting gasses, as well and being highly energy intensive. The materials are lightweight as
only paper, board and card has been used meaning less of a strain will be added to the vehicle when transporting as it is a
lighter load, so lees fuel will be used. Some issues with distribution are the exploitation of workers and the cost that the prod
uct is sold at which could then effect the income that workers receive based on profits and work time. And in some cases it is
difficult to source materials locally and transportation for materials elsewhere will add to pollutant gases and fuel costs.

Extraction involves the removal of natural resources to make a product. My materials were sourced form
FSC forests. Meaning the materials are extracted in a ethical and environmental way. This card is extracted
from sustainable forests and uses renewable energy sources, minimising the use of fossil fuels through
using hydroelectric and solar power. However deforestation still scars the landscapes and produces c02
during processing but trees are replanted so the effects are less significant. When making I used up waste
materials for designing smaller components to use up waste, so less material would go to waste. The mate
rials used are easy to separate and card can be recycled widely and is biodegradable due to no laminates
being used for the front cover, no materials will have to be separated making recycling more efficient.
Grey board which is used for my covers in an unbleached close grained material meaning it can be recycled
easily and has no impact on aesthetic value as it will be covered with 80gsm paper. I used thinner and light
er materials where necessary such as o the front and back covers as they were enhanced with the grey
board, this reduces materials and weight through only using the required thickness of materials.

Use:

Manufacture.:

By adding recycling symbols to the back cover it will guide users in what to do at the end of the products

Waste can be minimised by using excess materials when making. The characters do not tessellate so I making them rectangular/

life cycle. Due to the durability of the materials it could be passed on to friends or family to be reused

square would reduce waste but this reduces aesthetic value and reduces the exciting impact of the pop up so the small cuts of

again. Or some of the characters could be removed and further used as separate toys to rethink their

waste material is worth the ergonomics and the card can still be recycled could also reduce the colour variation to save ink and en

use. The intended life cycle is between 3-5 years so based on this I layered the popups with card to

ergy which is applied to my 2nd page of my book as the theme is mainly white, however reducing colour reduces aesthetic value

make them stronger and hopefully last longer, reducing them to breaking and to withhold pressure and

and would make my design less appealing and exciting to use. My book tessellates and when using a die cutter the net for the pages

continuous use. Card is a 'green material' so can be sustained from FSC forests meaning my product is

would mean there is no waste material and a simple shape uses less energy when printing therefore increasing sustainability. And

sustainable . By mentioning the use of this it could promote the selling of my product as it is environ

due to tessellation the amount of waste from unused space is minimised meaning less card is recycled which requires energy to do

mentally friendly and promotes sustainable living. Also showing the consideration of processes and their

so. Therefore my carbon footprint is lowered. However it uses fossil fuels which add to the carbon footprint and can release co2

effect on the environment during the making of my design. To rethink the design it could involve look

into the atmosphere, but seeing as my book has a long life cycle and is a one off product this process will only be done the once and

ing at the materials I used and their thickness. Overall my 200gsm card is a durable and lightweight ma

will be worth the use of the product and its educational impact ton the user. When making my book it was a one off production and

terial and therefore the most suitable material to use. The repairing side of my model depends on the

the production of card is energy consuming. If my product was to be produced on a larger scale the use of toxic chemicals from

type of breakage. The materials are easy to find as they are widely available and easy to source and are

printing would have to be considered, that could have an impact on health and the consideration of formal/informal jobs during the

at a fairly cheap cost. However it could be hard to fix depending on what needs fixing so if it may not be

extraction/processing or manufacturing stages, and would have to explore in to working conditions and effects of production.

mendable but some elements could be separated and used in other ways to reuse some parts of the
book.
Conclusion:
End of life:
On a larger scale I could use die cutting to reduce waste as the shapes will tessellate meaning energy required for
recycling will be reduced. My book is easy to recycle as there are no laminates or plastics that would have to be
separated so my product is sustainable. Card is more carbon neutral and as it is from FSC forests it is more sus
tainable the duct tape used to bind the books can be stripped and recycled separately whilst the rest of the mate
rials can be recycled thus reducing landfill. Recently landfill waste has doubled in the last 30years so by making
products sustainable we can reduce this statistic to ensure the use of the 6 R's to make products more sustainable
and processes more carbon neutral some non recyclable products are incinerated which adds to carbon footprint
and it uses fossil fuels and releases polluting gasses into the atmosphere so by using biodegradable materials I
can avoid this as my book can be reused and remake into new components for further and different uses. Toxic
products from landfills can leak into the ground and rivers polluting water and the atmosphere which can scar the
landscape and severely affect the earth consequently resulting in environmental impacts and due to limited
space at increasing landfills it is important to reduce and recycle as much waste as possible.

Overall I have found that to improve the environmental impacts

Raw
Materials � Manufacture

i

source locally to reduce pollutant gasses and avoid as much waste
material as possible by ensuring most of my design is tessellating
however the characters do not tessellate so there would be some
excess waste. My product is mostly sustainable as the materials are
biodegradable and sustainable however the duct tape would need to
be removed separately for the book to be fully recyclable but it can

!ff
End of life

Distribution

easily be reused. By looking at the 6R's I found out the best way to
make my design more sustainable and what to do at the end of its
life cycle. The possible improvements would be on the amount of
colour printing as my pages are fairly busy but this adds to aesthetic
value. But b_;} using these headings I cGn evaluate my design
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Join Phoebe Panda and her friends

on an inspiring journey around the wor1d,
discovering new and exciting animals along
the way.I You and Phoebe can also learn how
to he\p the endangered animals from extinction.
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Client evaluation
Questions:
1) do you think this design would be appropriate for the required ages ?

5) opinions on the graphics of the product
In terms of characters they have been well adapted with realistic features to make them look more familiar rather
than certain animals being confusing to a younger user. I like the effects used on Photoshop by using spatter
brushes to add a fur like texture and create depth to the design. I also like the use of shadows on the plants on a

Yes I think the design is appropriate as the graphics used are child friendly and the colours are bright and contrasting to make

page 1, this creates a nice effect of light and shows a realistic effect of natural light in its natural form. By using

you focus on the pages. The cartoon images are easy to understand and are a more simpler design so would be clearer from a

these effects it creates a more realistic tone to your design and increases user appeal with the more decorative

child's perspective. I really like the boldness and use of space for the pop ups as they stand out and really grab your attention

features. Furthermore I like how the opacity of the light on page 3 has been reduced to create a subtle toneI this

so as a reader I would enjoy re-reading as the aesthetics are appealing. The wording is also child friendly because the sentenc

creates some depth and texture to the water, showing where light falls.

es are compacted down to make it easy to understand as the pop ups explain most of the story so it is good not to have vast
amounts of writing to overcrowd the page.

6) would this product be popular
2) what specifically was successful?

I think this product would be popular because it is an applicable design for both genders and not having a specific
colour theme that would appeal more to one gender and so would be used by more and popular for a wider

I think the main success of the book was the pop ups. They are large scale which has a positive visual impact on the reader

range of people. The aesthetics are appealing as the bright, bold colours are eye catching and look exciting for

making the user want to read it and use it more often. Also each pop up is very different and not repeated so there is some

the user to use. It is also educational so would be popular in schools and widely used in lessons or to educate

thing new and exciting on each page. Which results in a very aesthetic appeal to each page. By designing the pop ups this way

younger students about endangered animals in a fun way, there is a wide range of users for this product and the

it makes them fun to look at and will hopefully make the user engage with the book more which will then get the user to re

use of good graphics and making has resulted in a well designed product which I think would be a popular prod

member the purpose of the book and the point it is trying to make. The pop ups relate well to the topic and is clear what they

uct.

are trying to represent and overall they are very eye catching so would appeal to wide range of users and provide an educa
tional impact.

3) what improvements can be made?
A possible improvement would be to add an igloo to the front of page 2, and possibly add a character to the front of it. This is
too add some detail to the back of the platform instead of having a white base showing when the book is folded up. This will
increase aesthetic appeal and create extra detail for the user to look at, furthermore you could reduce the opacity of the back
grounds slightly so they fade into the distance and the pop up remains as the main focus of the page and stands out with the
most aesthetic appeal and is the most eye-catching part of the page. By adapting your design to fit these points it may increase
engagement of your product and add more detail and make the pages look more exciting, further linking to your user require
ments.

4) how does it meet the needs of the user
Your design fits the need of the user by being easy to read. By using a san serif font It allows for easy reading and would make it
easier for a younger user to understand . And also it is suitable for both genders increasing target market and includes appro
priate designs that would appeal to a child in an educational instance. It is also fairly lightweight and is a tessellating shape so
will be easy for the user to store and is a suitable size for a young child as A4 may be too big and be harder to store in certain
storage areas. Overall the design meets the needs of the user and fits most specification points and it is a fun and exciting pop
up book that will appeal to a wide range of users

Conclusion
Overall form my client I learned what my client thinks would make well designed and suitable product and what specifically
I did well in and how I could possibly improve to make my book more suited to the user. My client liked the bright con
trasting colours and styles of pop ups and the use of effects on Photoshop, to create an appealing product. They also sug
gested some improvements which I have taken into account and I will modify my design to fit these improvements so that
my design will appeal to more people. By doing this it made aware of how I could make my product better. I agree with all
that my client has commented on and how it has been specified what has been done well and what I could improve on and I
think that this has helped me see what makes a good product and what a user would be looking for in a book, and what
makes a good design and what features I need to be sure to use.

7) is the product educational?
Yes because the main characters are examples of endangered animals and I think the user would be able to re
member these characters easily and recall the information. The typography is useful as it sticks to the main point
of the book and relates well to current and withstanding issues. The text is educational as it includes information
that is easy to remember and that is easy to understand for a younger user and the facts are accessible for a range
of ages making this educational as anyone can read and use it. The included facts on how to reduce the impact on
the animals is easy for anyone to do so the book gives the opportunities to help in some way with easy and useful
tips.

8) does my design relate well to the topic
Yes because the backgrounds relate well into that animals habitat and link to the realistic layout that is found it
the wild so the features a relatable and found worldwide. The characters used are all examples of endangered
animals and are adapted to their environment on each page. I like how each page is a different environment
which are complete opposites, this shows a clear variation in the problems facing each part of the world and so
this product relates well to the topic, and also the text relates to current and relevant issues facing that animal
and includes helpful information

9) does it fit the specification?
If fits the specification by being a suitable design for the target age range and uses appropriate images and typog
raphy which could easily be understood by a younger user, you have also designed an exciting and bold pop up
book which I think meets most of the specification points. It is shown that you have used anthropometric data to
specify what size you need to make the characters to fit the page and that would stand out to the user and fit the
page well and also what the most suitable size would be for the book (AS) would be. This means the book will be
transportable and fit into storage easily, and also be lightweight for the user, these points all link to the specifica
tion and a majority of the points have been met in your design.

Modifications and conclusion
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Conclusion:
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I could improve the design by adding more specific information of each

eo.c:.,'vt p::»sa
�
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page in terms of the text. such as an exciting fact about each animal on
each page so that my book includes facts that will be new for the user

dJ�

and possible things that they did not know before. This mans that my

U)\�0� �G

product would be more exciting and be more factual, however I did not

��-13

do this as I didn't want there to be too much text crowding up the page

°'

as I wanted it to be as simplified as possible, but this could be a possible
A further improvement could be to add cartoon fish or other sea crea
extra detail and add more things for the user to look at and make the
background more exciting than having a blue background, as this would
add some extra colours. However I did not do this in my final design as I
didn't want the focus of the pop up to be taken away and to make the
page to busy. But this s a possible improvement that I will account for..
However my product meets the needs of the user and the specification
by me deigning a educational book to teach children about the issues
facing endangered animals and it includes fun and large scale, exciting
pop ups which stand out with bright colours, making this a suitable de
sign for a young child to learn with.
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